Pieced Quilting in Layers Workshop Supply List
Kit Fee of $10 per person includes: CenterSquareRuler, fusible batting
Available for purchase: King Tut and MonoPoly threads.

Tools
Sewing machine with zigzag stitch
1/4 inch pressor foot Bernina #37 or similar
Open embroidery foot Bernina #20 or similar
Ruler 4" x 14" and/or square larger than 5"
Clover mini iron or small travel iron
Teflon press sheet or parchment paper

Mechanical pencil, eraser, notepad
Scissors,thread snips, straight pins
Rotary cutter and mat
1/4 yard Wonder Under Fusible Web
Ironing surface

Fabric
Background Blocks. All the class sample quilts start with a quilted background block so only cut those
blocks before class. Color your background in any way you wish!

Cut 25 5 inch squares. (Bring some extra squares, or fabric, just in case. Arrange the squares in your
color way, 5 rows of 5 blocks. Hint-- take a phone photo so you can remember your design to lay out.
Do not cut the small center squares, inset strips, or corner triangles. We will do this in class when you
make your design choices. Bring coordinated fabric for these pieces.

Backing 3/4 yard

Binding or Knife edge finish 1/4 yard

Threads
Quilting thread
Anything goes on top! We are straight stitching, not free motion. You want your thread to
show! Choose lots of threads for variety and contrast or just a few for subtlety. Glitzy, shiny,
shimmery, variegated, cotton, thick, thin-- if you can get it through the needle and sew a straight
stitch, it works. In the bobbin Invisible or any neutral thread that doesn't show through on top.

Center Square Appliqué thread
Top thread Any thin thread to match appliqué square color. About 60 wt. I like Superior
Bottom Line or similar. In the bobbin, invisible thread.

Piecing thread Regular piecing thread top and bobbin.
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